
LILY & HANNA´S
 A N  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  H A N N A  R E I M E R S

B Y  A N N E  C A S P A R S S O N

Lily & Hanna´s - 100 percent vegan goodness -

Super yummy, healthy and cruelty free !

Hanna radiates warmth, strength and compassion.

She is a business woman that has combined a

product that is good for the health, the

environment and the animals – and also is

enormously delicious. She is a professional civil

engineer, but her big interest for food took over. It

all started in 2012. A divorce combined with her

young daughter's allergies, led to a new brand of ice

cream – Lily&Hanna´s. Raw and vegan.
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”I got the inspiration from my brother that I shared

office with at that time. He was vegan and only ate

raw food. I started trying different recipes of ice

creams that were raw, but still tasted wonderful. I

decided to turn the idea into a real business. And

from that point I have continued to develop it to be

even better.”

Hanna has worked enormously with the taste, and it

is not an exaggeration to say that the ice cream from

Lily&Hanna´s tastes wonderful. Her compassion for

health, the environment and animal rights are all

included in her work, which she feels is highly

rewarding. 



"For some people it is very important to eat cruelty-

free, for others it is only an option if you do not need

to compromise with the taste. Therefore it is

important with as many vegan options on the

market as possible. For instance I think that the

vegan feta-cheese from Violife tastes better than the

animal-milk based feta-cheese", she says. 

 

Lily&Hanna´s market their ice cream as ”100 percent

vegan goodness” and is very careful to only choose

good and sustainable ingredients. Even the coconut

comes from cultivations that are not enslaving

monkeys in the area. 

In three years time she wishes to be a bigger player

on the market. To have the brand in every store and

have a product that is requested wider. But she

believes in more political will and instruments that

promote vegan food, to be able to inspire more

people to choose vegan. 

"It feels very good to work with something that is

ethically good, healthy, and environmentally

friendly. It is rewarding, a wonderful feeling and like

magic to go from an idea to an actual product. And I

sell a product that I am happy about for real,” she

says. 
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If you like to know more about Lily and Hanna's please visit their website

www.lilyohanna.se or Facebook.

”It feels very good to create something without using

animal cruelty”, she says. 

 

The goal when she started the business was selling

the ice cream to 200 stores. Today she sells it to 500

stores in Sweden. But branding such a healthy ice

cream; raw, vegan ecological, environmental friendly

and with no additives – often requires an

explanation. 

"Many of the big actors on the market see how

trendy it is with vegan food. But eating raw food

demands a bit more highlighting in general", she

says.

She lived in Holland for seven years and can see that

it is often easier to market such products there. They

have special health-stores that sell to a narrower

market. In Sweden such products have to compete

with more average and cheaper products in the big

supermarkets. 

Today Lily&Hanna´s is reaching out to new markets

in Greece, Belgium, Holland, Åland and Finland, and

they are looking for distributors in Norway and

Denmark. Oatly inspires her a lot. It is a company

that started with a small product, and today reaches

out to an extremely big market all over the world. 


